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WITTMANN HAYON WORKSHOP 2019, DESIGNED BY: JAIME HAYON 
 
Eclectic, exciting, Mediterranean Baroque – and yet wonderfully timeless. These are the characteristics 
that define the eye-catching style brought into by the playful collaboration between Spanish artist and 
designer Jaime Hayon and Austrian furniture maker Wittmann. 
 
The Wittmann Hayon Workshop is strongly influenced by the philosophy of Viennese Modernism and, 
like the seminal designs of that period of renewal, stands for joie de vivre and confidence. And this is an 
ongoing, living process that gives rise to unique items of furniture for all areas of life.  
 
 
NEW Vuelta FD Chair 
 
Setting design, comfort and independence of form atop four legs to create an upholstered chair that 
unites function and aesthetics, is the height of artistic design. In Vuelta, Jaime Hayon has created an 
unmistakable look – brought to life by Wittmann with characteristically uncompromising 
handcraftsmanship – that leaves nothing to be desired. Curiosity, determination and experience – from 
designer and manufacturer alike – have now made it possible to transfer all of Vuelta’s popular attributes 
to the dining room. Featuring typical Vuelta stitching, the upholstered seat has a comfortable pocket-
sprung core. The curved shape of the backrest gently tapers forward to form an armrest. Vuelta Dining 
Chair is supported by graceful tubular legs in a choice of black or – for a particularly refined look – satin 
matt brass. And as Hayon and Wittmann are both synonymous with versatility, there is of course another 
option for linking the base to the floor: in this variant, four feet still provide stability, but come together at 
a central point to create a swivel chair – a pleasant effect that brings dynamism to laid-back gatherings 
around the dining table. The metal core of the frame is clad in wood, which – how could it be any different 
with Hayon? – can be coated in any colour of the rainbow. 
 
W58, H82, seat height 48, D58cm. 
black grey or brass satin matt tubular frame; swivel base metal black grey or with black wood tube, 
natural walnut, natural oak or in the Wittmann Hayon colors or in selected in RAL colour. 
 
 
NEW Vuelta FD Table 
 
A table that brings people together. Its inviting length and recessed legs permit larger friendship circles 
to gather around the table. The generous tabletop can accommodate everything that a good table stands 
for. Thick veneer gives the piece its classic elegance. Generous rounded edges on the underside make 
the Vuelta Fine Dining Table the perfect partner for the Vuelta Dining Chair, whose sloped armrests 
dovetail perfectly with the table – almost as if they were made for one another. 
 
L220 or 280cm, W100, H72cm 
Tabletop upper surface thick oak veneer brushed matt lacquered or walnut veneer matt lacquered 
Tabletop underside and table surface: Wittmann Hayon colors or choice of RAL coating. 

 
 
NEW Sticks Table 
 
Sticks Table expresses the high esteem that Hayon has for the era of the Wiener Werkstätte’s heyday. 
Two perfectly rounded pieces, joined by a straight line that, as a geometric element, serves to define 
the design and its function. A highly robust table, given a sense of transparency by the beautifully crafted 
delicate bars, arranged in a semi-circle. And as colourful as the day is long. Colour is one of Hayon’s 
many contributions to the history of design. 
 
Ø 48, H 59cm or Ø 32, H 53cm. 
Solid open-pore oak in a choice of Wittmann Hayon colors. 
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NEW Helice Table 
 
A small table, so typically Hayon that we just had to smile. How nice it is when a designer has such an 
instantly-recognisable design signature. And even more so when it expresses playfulness, levity and a 
touch of extravagance. Elements often sorely lacking in our daily lives, but which Helice brings into any 
home or office environment. Space-saving, yet far from unassuming, this new accompaniment can be 
placed between two armchairs, to provide interlocutors with individual yet joined surfaces to rest items 
on. Crowned with a fairytale golden ball it is a real conversation piece, among all its other attributes.  
 
W 30-65, H56, total height 76cm. 
Tabletop, column and base coated in black grey. Gilt ball. 
 
 
NEW Vuelta Sofa Lounge Island 
 
“No man is an island,” as John Donne wrote in the 17th century. These days, it is often all but impossible 
to find a few minutes to escape for some time out. So we have become masters of creating islands for 
ourselves. Our homes are our main places of refuge and should offer us at least one such island. This 
is where Vuelta Lounge Island comes in: perfectly proportioned, it stands as solid as rock in our favourite 
place and is a sofa and double chaise longue in one. It creates space for time out alone, for two, or as 
a family. Symmetry is often a must for aesthetes. In this case, it is served as a comfy, upholstered 
embrace. So when the next wave comes that needs to be escaped, take up a position on Vuelta Lounge 
Island and relax until the seas are calm again.  
W 288cm, D 114cm, H 77cm 
 
 
NEW Vuelta Lounge Sofa 
 
If the brief was to create furniture to counteract boredom, then it’s safe to say mission accomplished. 
Jaime Hayon’s collection for Wittmann truly brings colour into the picture, in every respect. Vuelta 
Lounge is no exception: the sofa features the generous, perfectly upholstered curve of the Vuelta 
Chaiselongue – positioned left or right according to preference – while on the other side it demonstrates 
its qualities as a chair, without foregoing the characteristic curved armrest. Vuelta Lounge makes the 
Vuelta family into a group of elements that – typically for Hayon – has significantly more refinement and 
self-confidence than is found in other pieces of this kind.  
W 241cm, D 114cm, H 77cm 
 
 
NEW Vuelta Footstool and Benches 
 
When a form is so distinctive that its characteristics can even be recognised when broken down into the 
simple design of a footstool, the designer has clearly done everything right. The Vuelta Footstool (W 
65cm, H 40cm) is a perfect companion to the high-backed armchair and is a “must-have” accessory that 
allows the chair to fully express its relaxing qualities. The Vuelta Benches (W 135/192/249/306cm, H 
44cm) bring a little Hayon to anywhere they are placed – where there is not quite enough space for a 
sofa, or as occasional seating in foyers, bedrooms or walk-in wardrobes. Both the footstool and the 
benches have essential parts to play when a larger grouping of the Vuelta family makes a combined 
appearance – especially where a number of people should be treated to first-class relaxation. And why 
not in a composition of contrasting colours?  
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Vuelta Sofa 
 
Rotation, turning, return - these are the meanings of the Spanish word Vuelta. The backrest rotates 
playfully around the corner, becomes the armrest, continues on to the sitter - or recliner–in order to 
enclose them, as in an embrace. The special shape is divided by expertly crafted seam patterns, as a 
reminiscence of Josef Hoffmann. 
 
Available in 4 widths:140, 197, 254, 311 cm; height 77 cm; depth 83 cm.  
Frame aluminum structure powder coated bronze colour, optionally available in black and dark grey, 
polished and black chrome, as well as in 24 carat gold plated frames. 
 
 
Vuelta Chaiselongue – 
 
My private island: a classic free-standing chaise longue is always something of a private retreat, even 
when it is part of a larger ensemble. Vuelta’s sensual lines have found a logical progression in this 
chaise longue (W 190cm). The distinctive upholstery of the backrest that gives Vuelta its unmistakable 
character sweeps protectively around the headrest of this day bed, creating an island that can be shared 
– but need not be. 
 
 
Vuelta Lounge Chair 
 
It radiates through its unusual proportions, a special charm as a solitary character or the perfect 
counterpart for the Vuelta Sofa. The large lounge chair (width 80, depth 82, height 75) with its 
articulating seam patterns are reminiscent of Viennese Modernism whereas the compact small 
armchair (width 72, depth 67, height 75), however, looks like a small, enchanting monolithic sculpture. 
 
 
Vuelta Highback Chair 
 
The wing chair is a tribute with a wink to the history of Austrian design. A gentle, soft flowing 
upholstery is framed by curved bentwood: a masterpiece of subtle design and relaxed seating: the 
highly-comfortable upholstery with pocket springs and the small stools provide hours of comfortable 
sitting. 
 
Bentwood black beech with armrest in black oak, or walnut bentwood with armrest in walnut. 
Width 65, depth 89, height 112. 
 
 
Wings Bed 
 
Sweet dreams come easily on wings... The tillable side wings of the Wings Bed are at the heart of an 
interplay between intimacy and openness. They cradle the person sleeping like a cocoon or open up to 
transform the bedroom into a place where people wish to spend time – and not just at night.  Leather-
covered nightstands and adjustable LED reading spotlights are carried by a slender, textured powder-
coated frame finished in black. 
 
The headboard is available in heights of 120 or 140cm and for bases 160, 180 or 200cm wide. Total 
widths: 268, 288 and 308cm. 
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Monkey Mirror 
 
A mirror to smile at: life is beautiful, and each new day is the first day of the rest of your life… The 
unusual shape draws admiring glances, while the precisely dimensioned frame and central disc are 
available either in bronze or any RAL colour. 
 
Monkey mirror is available in a choice of three sizes: 100cm diameter without ears, and 145cm wide 
and 109cm high or 199cm wide and 139cm high with ears.  
 
MD Shelf 
 
An extrovert performer that doesn’t steal the show. With the MD Shelf, you can set beautiful and 
treasured objects on silky smooth leather shelves – seemingly floating on air thanks to delicate-looking, 
asymmetrically positioned brackets made from textured powder-coated metal.  The tactile experience – 
leather, cool metal with a textured coating – and the attraction of a broad spectrum of colours stems 
from the colourful world of the designer. Wittmann has executed the precision handcraftsmanship behind 
the idea with incomparable finesse.  
 
MD Shelf is 197cm long, 36cm deep and available in three different heights – with two, three or four 
shelf surfaces (70 / 105 / 140cm). 
 
 
DD Table 
 
These tables bring refinement to any furnishings with their playful use of precious materials and the 
subtle break in the lines. Two table tops, the bottom covered with leather, the top available in leather 
or marble, are connected with metal rods. They are offset, thereby generating a tension that is 
reminiscent of some of the designs of Josef Hoffmann. 
 
Diameter / height: 30/50, 60/40, 90/35,120/35. 
 
 
Grain Cut Side Table 
 
It is a sculpture, or a table - elaborately turned from a solid block of wood. As a side table, the Grain 
Cut Side Table can be placed wherever it is needed due to its flexible handles. It is a shelf for your 
favourite book or a glass of wine or cup of tea. As a sculpture in the room it attracts attention and 
sparks discussions about art and design. 
Diameter 28 cm, width 42 cm, height: 40 cm. 
 
 
 

Wittmann, a family-run Austrian company, produces the highest quality handmade upholstered 
furnishings. For more than 120 years, Wittmann brand has been synonymous with precision, 
individuality and unparalleled handcraftsmanship. The company works with internationally acclaimed 
designers to create perfectly made furniture that adorns private residences and out-of-the-ordinary 
contract settings worldwide.  
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